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ObjectivesObjectives
• Introduce the motivation for transmission modeling

– Making decisions with limited resources/dataMaking decisions with limited resources/data
• Discuss modeling as applied to TB diagnostics
• Start to open the “black box”…p
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A Scenario…A Scenario…
• You are the NTP director for a country, TB program director for 

a city etca city, etc.
• You have a total TB budget of about $1 per person.

– Incidence is 160 per 100,000: about $600 per TB case, $60 per 
person with symptoms

• You must decide how to budget your money:
– Xpert scale-up ($20/test: 1/3 of your budget for diagnosis alone)Xpert scale up ($20/test: 1/3 of your budget for diagnosis alone)
– Universal DST ($30/TB case: 5% of your budget)
– Short-course MDR-TB treatment ($1500/case: ~12% of your budget)

Active case finding ($25/person screened: 25% of your budget to– Active case-finding ($25/person screened: 25% of your budget to 
cover 1% of your population)

– Treatment support ($60/case: 10% of your budget)
• How do you make the decision?
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How Do You Decide?How Do You Decide?

• Does it matter if you can turn the tide of your MDR epidemic?
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Kendall E et al, under review



How Do You Decide?How Do You Decide?

• If you invest in active case-finding, can you lower incidence?
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How Do You Decide?How Do You Decide?

• Will more sensitive diagnosis reduce your incidence at all?
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Menzies N et al, PLOS Med 2012



Criticisms of ModelsCriticisms of Models
• Make assumptions based on limited data

– Example: protective effect of prior latent TB infectionExample: protective effect of prior latent TB infection
• Oversimplify the world

– Example: homogeneous mixing
• Difficult to validate

– Any evidence that predictions will come true?
• Difficult to understand• Difficult to understand

– Too much of a “black box”

• All are (sometimes) true…but what is the alternative?
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What Happens Without Models?What Happens Without Models?
• Convene an Expert Panel
• Predictable determinants of experts’ view:Predictable determinants of experts  view:

– Recent thought patterns/events, anecdotal evidence
– Outspoken experts more influential than silent ones

E t ’ h d liti l d– Experts’ own research and political agendas
– Sound bites over substance

• Assumptions vs. data? HUGE ASSUMPTIONSp
• Oversimplify the world? TREMENDOUSLY
• Difficult to validate? IMPOSSIBLE
• Difficult to understand? IMPOSSIBLE

• Criticisms of models are generally criticisms of the messy• Criticisms of models are generally criticisms of the messy 
nature of decision-making, not models themselves.
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How Can Models Play a Role?How Can Models Play a Role?

• Translate epi data into a decision-making framework.
– Allow us to see the implications of the data we collect
– Generally require assumptions as well…
– …but those assumptions can show us where our knowledge is p g

weakest, and are transparent (therefore open to honest challenge).

Help to conceptualize or understand important questions• Help to conceptualize or understand important questions.
– What are the key drivers of cost, cost-effectiveness, impact, etc.?
– If we change our assumptions, how much will our outcomes change?
– What are the data that we most need to collect?

Si lif l t i t thi d t d• Simplify complex systems into something we can understand.
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Models as a scaffoldModels as a scaffold

• Models are not designed to predict the future, nor to represent 
th f ll l it f th ldthe full complexity of the world.

– Simpler is often better, as only models that are sufficiently simple can 
be useful to the average decision-maker.

• Rather, models provide a decision-making framework that is:
S t ti– Systematic

– Data-driven
– Transparent
– Comprehensible
– Reproducible
– Able to describe uncertainty andAble to describe uncertainty and 

key data needs
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How Do TB Models Work?How Do TB Models Work?

Dowdy, Cohen, Dye. IJTLD 2013

- Characterize individuals/sub-populations according to key features.
- TB status, ?HIV, ?MDR, ?age, ?diagnosis, ?households, etc.

- Describe how those features change over time.
Requires use of best available data

“Everything should be made as simple as possible,

- Requires use of best available data.
- Simulate interventions as alterations to the system.
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A Modeling ExerciseA Modeling Exercise

• Consider two diagnostic tests for TB:
– Test 1: 50% sensitive, but can be used to screen the population once 

per year (in addition to self-presentation)
– Test 2: 90% sensitive, but requires patients to self-present

• A few basic assumptions:
– Duration of TB disease before self-presentation = 1 year

Number of secondary transmissions per infectious person year = 10– Number of secondary transmissions per infectious person-year = 10
– Proportion of secondary transmissions that result in active TB = 20%

• 1 new case of active TB every 6 months

M t lit f TB ith t i t th d f 1– Mortality of TB without screening at the end of year 1:
• 20% if detected
• 100% if not detected

Whi h t t i b tt ?• Which test is better?
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The Dogmatic Approach…The Dogmatic Approach…

• “Test 1 must be better – it’s active case finding!”
– “How can we revert to passive case finding when we know there are 

so many undetected cases in the community?”
• “Test 2 must be better – it’s more sensitive!”

– “How can we revert to 100-year-old technology when we have such a 
nice new machine?”

• “It’s just too complicated ”• It s just too complicated.
– “So therefore I have an excuse to ignore data and choose the test that 

I like best.”
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The Simple Approach…The Simple Approach…

• Evaluate a cohort of 100 people
Outcome Test 1 Test 2
Screened 50 0
Diagnosed after 1 year

Survive
Die

25
20
5

90
72
18Die 5 18

Undiagnosed = dead   25 10

Total Alive 70 72
Total Dead 30 28
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What If We’re Interested in the Population?What If We re Interested in the Population?

4 TB i i i h 14 TB cases in a community with test 1
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Population DynamicsPopulation Dynamics

DiagnosedDiagnosed

Old Active

New Active

A 6 M h 6 A i C

New Active

At 6 Months: 6 Active Cases
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Population DynamicsPopulation Dynamics

DiagnosedDiagnosed

Old Active

New Active

A 12 M h 8 A i C

Dead

At 12 Months: 8 Active Cases
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Alternative Population DynamicsAlternative Population Dynamics

DiagnosedDiagnosed

Old Active

New Active

Wh b 2?

Dead

What about test 2?
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Alternative Population DynamicsAlternative Population Dynamics

DiagnosedDiagnosed

Old Active

New Active

6 M h 8 A i C

Dead

6 Months: 8 Active Cases
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Alternative Population DynamicsAlternative Population Dynamics

DiagnosedDiagnosed

Old Active

New Active

12 M h 12 A i C !

Dead

12 Months: 12 Active Cases!
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This is Another Simple Model of TB!This is Another Simple Model of TB!

Dowdy, Cohen, Dye. IJTLD 2013

- Re-calculate the population every few days
- As the size of the active TB compartment grows,
the rate of infection growsthe rate of infection grows
- Allows for real-time evaluation of population-level 
effects on transmission
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effects on transmission



SummarySummary
• What happens without models

– Expert opinion is the defaultp p
– Decisions are made without transparency
– Epidemiological data is wasted (or interpreted incorrectly)

Role of modeling• Role of modeling
– Simplify a complicated system and help use data to make a 

transparent recommendation
– Show us where our data are the weakest
– Not to predict the future, eliminate assumptions, or provide statistical 

uncertainty
• Models are necessary if we hope to take individual-level 

data and evaluate potential impact on populations.
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U i  M d l  t  U d t d TB Di tiUsing Models to Understand TB Diagnostics
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The Conceptual ProblemThe Conceptual Problem

• The progression of TB 
symptoms, infectiousness, 
and care-seeking is not aand care seeking is not a 
static picture.

• These dynamics affect the 
potential value of TB 
diagnostic testsdiagnostic tests.
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How Can Models Help Us Understand?How Can Models Help Us Understand?

C t t• Construct a 
simple model that 
evaluates each 
step in this 
progression.
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How Can Models Help Us Understand?How Can Models Help Us Understand?

E ti t th ti• Estimate the proportion 
of transmission 
occurring from each 
step in the cascade.
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How Can Models Help Us Understand?How Can Models Help Us Understand?

• Consider different illustrative tests.
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How Can Models Help Us Understand?How Can Models Help Us Understand?

• Estimate the relative impact of each test under different 
conditions.

Th t i tf l t t d d h t i i d
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– The most impactful test depends on when transmission occurs, and 
resource requirements.



Bottom LineBottom Line
• Models help to simplify and understand complex systems, 

bring data into the decision-making process, and help make g g p , p
decisions more transparent.

– There are important limitations to models, but the alternative is to rely 
on “mental models” that exist only in experts’ headson mental models  that exist only in experts  heads.

• Models of TB diagnostics can help us to identify where to 
focus our resources and what additional data to collect.

I t t t id d l f b l d ti• Important to consider models from a balanced perspective: 
understand the limitations, but also the importance of a 
simple, transparent, data-driven approach.p p pp
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